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ABSTRACT

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a ubiqui-
tous technique for data analysis but one whose
effective application is restricted by its global
linear character. While global nonlinear vari-
ants of PCA have been proposed, an alterna-
tive paradigm is to capture data nonlinearity
by a mixture of local PCA models. However,
existing techniques are limited by the absence
of a probabilistic formalism with an appropri-
ate likelihood measure and so require an arbi-
trary choice of implementation strategy. This
paper shows how PCA can be derived from
a maximum–likelihood procedure, based on a
specialisation of factor analysis. This is then
extended to develop a well–defined mixture
model of principal component analyzers, and
an expectation–maximisation algorithm for es-
timating all the model parameters is given.

INTRODUCTION

Principal component analysis (PCA) [8] is a
popular technique for dimension reduction, with
applications in data compression, image analy-
sis, visualization and time series prediction for
example. For a set of observedd-dimensional
data pointsftng; n 2 f1 : : :Ng, the q princi-
pal axeswj , j 2 f1 : : :qg, are those orthonor-
mal axes onto which the retainedvarianceunder
projection is maximal. It can be shown that the
d-dimensional orthonormal vectorswj are given
by theq dominant eigenvectors (i.e. those with
the largest associated eigenvalues) of the covari-
ance matrixS = E[(t � �)(t � �)T] such that
Swj = �jwj . The vectorxn = WT(tn��), where
W = (w1;w2; : : : ;wq), is thus a reducedq-
dimensional representation of the observed vec-
tor tn. The optimal reconstruction of that ob-
served vector, in terms of least–squared error, is
given byt̂n = Wxn + �.

One limiting disadvantage of PCA as de-
fined above is the absence of an associated prob-
ability, or generative, model. Deriving PCA
from the perspective of density estimation of-
fers a number of important advantages:� There is a log–likelihood measure which

permits comparison with other density–
estimation techniques.� Bayesian inference methods may be ap-

plied (e.g. for model comparison) by
combining the likelihood with a prior and
marginalising over parameters.� When PCA is to be used to model the
class–conditional densities in a classifica-
tion problem, for example in [6], the pos-
terior probabilities of class membership
may be computed.� The probability density function gives an
indication of thenoveltyof a data vector.� The single PCA model may be extended
to amixtureof such models.

This final advantage is of considerable sig-
nificance. Because PCA only defines alinear
projection of the data, the scope of its applica-
tion is necessarily somewhat limited. For re-
alistic datasets, many components may be re-
quired to capture all the salient structure. This
has naturally motivated various developments
of global nonlinearprincipal component anal-
ysis in an effort to retain a greater proportion of
the variance in fewer components — examples
include ‘principal curves’ [5], multilayer auto-
associative neural networks [11] and the Gener-
ative Topographic Mapping [2]. However, an al-
ternative paradigm is to model nonlinear struc-
ture with a collection, or mixture, oflocal lin-
ear sub-models. This philosophy is an attrac-
tive one, motivating, for example, the “mix-
ture of experts” technique in regression prob-
lems [9], and the approach has indeed been
adopted in the context of PCA [10, 3, 7, 6].

A local model implementation of PCA im-
plies the integration of two procedures: a par-
titioning of the data space into distinct regions,
and the estimation of the principal axes within
each such region. The question of how to com-
bine these two elements can be problematic as
the optimal partitioning depends on the current
set of axes, while the optimal axes are deter-
mined by the current partition. The choice of
method for interleaving these two stages is by
necessity somewhat arbitrary. In [10], the ex-
pected reconstruction error is used as the dis-
tortion measure for a batch vector quantisation
(VQ) step, followed by a local PCA in each
cell defined by the VQ. In [6], a similar ap-
proach is followed, but interestingly, asoft ver-
sion of the algorithm is also presented, where in-
stead of any given data point being assigned ex-



clusively to one region of the space (and thus
one principal component analyzer), its ‘respon-
sibility’ is shared amongst all of the analyz-
ers. If rnj is the responsibility of thejth ana-
lyzer for reconstructing data pointtn, thenrnj =
exp(�E2

j =2�2)=(
P

j0 exp(�E2
j0=2�2)), whereEj

is the reconstruction cost of thejth analyzer.
While a pseudo-EM (expectation-maximisation)
algorithm is derived for fitting the model, it un-
fortunately requires the introduction of a noise
parameter�2 whose value must be chosen arbi-
trarily.

A major benefit, then, of deriving a proba-
bilistic model for PCA is that it is possible to for-
mulate a model comprising a mixture of princi-
pal component analyzers in a principled manner.
In this paper it is first shown how the principal
subspace of a set of data vectors can be obtained
through the maximisation of a likelihood func-
tion. We then extend this key result to a mixture
modelling context and outline an efficient EM
algorithm for estimating all of the model param-
eters. The necessary combination of the parti-
tioning and principal axes estimation occurs au-
tomatically. Furthermore, it is also seen that the
covariance responsibility–weighting in the soft
version of Hintonet al. [6] is an implicit el-
ement in the algorithm, while the arbitrary pa-
rameter�2 is a well–defined ingredient of the
model and is re–estimated within the EM proce-
dure.

In the next section we describe the concept
of latent variable models, and indicate how with
a particular choice of noise model, the statistical
technique offactor analysiscan be adapted to
extract the principal components of a dataset.
An efficient EM algorithm for determining the
parameters of amixture of principal component
analyzersis then given, and an example of its
operation illustrated for a synthetic data set.

LATENT VARIABLE MODELS

In a latent variable model, it is desired to
describe the set ofd-dimensional observed data
vectorsftng in terms of a set ofq-dimensional
latent variablesfxng according to some model:

t = y(x;w) + u; (1)

where y(�; �) is a function of some random
variablex with parametersw, and u is an x–
independent noise process. Generally,q <
d such that the latent variables offer a more
parsimonious description of the data. Such a
model may also be termed ‘generative’, as data
vectorst may be generated by sampling from the
x– andu–distributions and applying (1).

The Standard Factor Analysis Model

In standard (normal) factor analysis the model is
linear:

t = Wx + u + �; (2)

wherex � N(0; I ) are theq-dimensionalcom-
mon factorsand u � N(0;	) (with 	 di-
agonal) thespecific, or unique, factors. The
(d � q) parameter matrixW contains thefac-
tor loadings, and� is a constant which repre-
sents the mean of the data (in general the data
will be assumed to have�t = 0 and thus� is ig-
nored). Given this formulation,t is also nor-
mally distributedN(�;C), where the model co-
variance isC = 	 + WW T. The key motiva-
tion for this model is that the observed variables
t areconditionally independentgiven the under-
lying factors, orlatent variables, x. Thus the
reduced-dimensional distributionx is intended
to model the dependencies between the observed
variables while the specific factors model the in-
dependent noise. This is in contrast to PCA

which treats the inter–variable dependencies and
the independent noise identically.

Equation (2) implies a probability distribu-
tion overt-space for a givenx:

p(tjx) = (2�)�d=2j	j�1=2

exp

��1
2

(t �Wx)T	�1(t �Wx)

� ;(3)

and with a Gaussian prior over the latent vari-
ables defined by:

p(x) = (2�)�q=2exp

��1
2

xTx
� ; (4)

then:

p(t) = (2�)�d=2jCj�1=2exp

��1
2

tTC�1t
� ;

(5)

sincep(t) = R
p(tjx)p(x)dx.

Using Bayes’ rule, theposteriordistribution
of the latent variablesx given the observedt may
be calculated:

p(xjt) = (2�)�q=2jPj�1=2

exp

��1
2

(x� Vt )TP�1(x� Vt )
� ; (6)

where the posterior mean and covariance are
determined by:

V = WTC�1; and (7)

P = I �WTC�1W: (8)



The log–likelihood of the data under the
standard factor model is:

l = NX
n=1

ln [p(tn)];= �Nd
2

ln (2�)� N
2

ln jCj �
N
2

tr
�
C�1S

� ; (9)

where S is the sample covariance matrix of
the observedt. An EM algorithm exists for
maximising this measure [12].

An Isotropic Noise Model

The key to understanding the bridge from factor
analysis to PCA is to realise that if the distribu-
tion of the specific factors is assumedisotropic,
then�2I may be substituted for	, the covari-
ance model for the observed data becomesC =�2I +WW T and at the maximum–likelihood so-
lution, the columns ofW span theprincipal sub-
spaceof the data. Importantly, this enables us
to derive PCA from the perspective of a den-
sity model.

We can prove this central result by consider-
ing the derivative of (9) with respect toW:@l@W

= NC�1(C� S)C�1W; (10)

which may be obtained from standard matrix
results. By considering the singular value
decomposition of the weight matrix

W = UqLV T; (11)

whereUq is a (d � q) matrix whose columns
are orthonormal,L is diagonal, andV is an
orthogonal matrix, it may be shown that the only
non–zero solutions to (10) are given by:

W = Uq(�q � �2I )
1
2 VT; (12)

where the columns ofUq are eigenvectors of
S, �q is a diagonal matrix whose elements
are the corresponding eigenvalues, andV is
an arbitrary orthogonal matrix. Further details
of this derivation are given in [14], where it
is also shown that the global maximum of
the likelihood occurs whenUq comprises the
principal eigenvectors ofS and furthermore all
other combinations of eigenvectors are saddle–
points on the likelihood surface.

Maximum–Likelihood PCA

As a result of these properties, by a simple
extension of the EM formulation for parameter
estimation in the standard factor model [12], we

can obtain a principal component projection by
maximising the likelihood function (9). Once
the algorithm has converged, andW has been
determined, then the principal subspace may be
simply calculated by orthogonalisation ofW.

From (6) it can be seen that it is the applica-
tion of Bayes’ rule which effectively performs
the analogue of the dimension–reducing projec-
tion of PCA, since theposterior meanprojec-
tion of tn is given by hxni = WTC�1tn. In-
deed, when�2 ! 0, Whxni ! W(WTW)�1WT

and thus becomes an orthogonal projection, so
standard PCA is recovered. However, the den-
sity model then becomes singular and hence un-
defined. Conversely, when�2 > 0, the pro-
jection onto the manifold becomes skewed to-
wards the origin as a result of the prior over
x. Because of this,Whxni is not an orthogo-
nal projection oftn. However, each data point
may be still optimally reconstructed from the la-
tent variable without further computation by tak-
ing this skewing into account [14].

In the next section, we develop an algo-
rithm for fitting mixtures of principal compo-
nent analyzers to data based on this probabilis-
tic PCA model.

MIXTURES OF PRINCIPAL COMPONENT
ANALYZERS

By adopting the isotropic noise model, it is
now possible develop a maximum–likelihood
formulation of a mixture of principal component
analyzers. For such a model, the log–likelihood
of observing the data set (i.i.d. assumed) is:L = NX

n

ln [p(tn)] ; (13)= NX
n

ln

"
MX

i=1

�ip(tnji)# ; (14)

where p(tnji) is a single PCA model and�i

is the mixing proportion, with�i � 0 andP�i = 1. Note that a separate mean vector�i is now associated with each component
mixture, along with the parametersW i and�2

i . In addition, there are nowM independent
latent variablesxi , one associated with each
component. A related model has recently been
exploited for data visualization [13], while a
similar approach, based on the standard factor
analysis diagonal (	) noise model, has been
employed for handwritten digit recognition [6],
although it does not implement PCA.

An EM Algorithm

To maximise the likelihood (13), we employ
an iterative expectation–maximisation (EM) ap-



proach. We consider the latent variablesfxnig
to be ‘missing’ data and introduce further miss-
ing binary variablesfznig to indicate which mix-
ture component was responsible for generating
data pointtn. If the values of these missing vari-
ables were known, estimation of all the model
parameters would be straightforward using stan-
dard techniques. However, for a giventn, we
know neither the mixture component, nor the
value ofxni, which was responsible for its gen-
eration. However, we do know the joint dis-
tribution of the observed and latent variables,
p(tn; fxnig; fznig), and we can calculate theex-
pectationof the correspondingcomplete–data
log–likelihood. In the E–step of the EM algo-
rithm this expectation, calculated with respect
to the posterior distributions ofxni andzni given
the observedtn and the current parameter val-
ues, is computed. In the M–step, new parameter
values�new

i , �new
i , Wnew

i and (�2
i )new are deter-

mined which maximize the expected complete–
data log–likelihood. This procedure is guar-
anteed to increase the likelihood we are inter-
ested in, (13), unless it is already at a local max-
imum [4, 1].

In fact, we adopt a two–stage procedure,
corresponding to ageneralisedEM algorithm
[4], in which each stage comprises both an
E–step and an M–step. Firstly, we calculate
the expectation with respect to the posterior
distribution of zni, and update the parameters�new

i and�new
i only. In the second stage, we

calculate the expectation with respect to the
posterior distribution ofxni, and update the
remaining parametersWnew

i and (�2
i )new. This

approach has the advantage that the expectation
in the E–step can be computed using the updated
values of�new

i , and results in both an increase
in convergence speed and a simplification of the
algorithm.

A prescription for the implementation of this
EM algorithm is now given. Further mathemat-
ical details concerning its derivation are avail-
able in [14].

Stage 1

In the E–step, for each mixture component,
the expectation with respect tozni results in
the calculation of theresponsibility Rni of that
component for generating data pointtn:

Rni = p(ijtn);= p(tnji)�i

p(tn)
: (15)

Then in the M–step:�new
i = 1

N

NX
n=1

Rni; (16)�new
i = PN

n RnitnPN
n Rni

: (17)

Stage 2

For each mixture component, every data point
has a posterior mean projection characterised by
the statisticshxnii = (�2

i I + WT
i W i)�1WT

i (tn � �new
i );

(18)

andhxnixT
nii = �2

i (�2
i I + WT

i W i)�1 + hxniihxniiT:
(19)

These statistics are calculated in the E–step of
stage 2 exploiting theupdatedvalues of�new

i
computed in stage 1. This leads to the M–Step
updates:

Wnew
i ="X

n

Rni(tn � �new
i )hxniT

#�"X
n

RnihxnxT
ni#�1 ; (20)

(�2
i )new= 1�new

i d
�X

n

Rnitr

�
(tn � �new

i )(tn � �new
i )T �

2(tn � �new
i )hxniT(Wnew

i )T +
Wnew

i hxnxT
ni(Wnew

i )T

�: (21)

Implementation

At first sight, determination of the necessary
M–step updates forW i and�2

i from equations
(18)-(21) appears computationally demanding.
However, expanding forhxni and hxnxT

ni with
further algebraic manipulation reveals that all
the necessary updates can be expressed in terms
of the previously calculated responsibilitiesRni

and the quantities:

Si = 1�new
i N

X
n

Rni(tn � �new
i )(tn � �new

i )T;
(22)

M i = �2
i I + WT

i W i : (23)



The matrixSi in equation (22) may clearly be in-
terpreted as a responsibility–weighted covari-
ance matrix and is an intrinsic quantity com-
puted within the formal M–step update equa-
tions.

The parameter updates forW i and�2
i then

simplify to

Wnew
i = SiW i(�new

i �2
i I + M�1

i WT
i SiW i)�1;

(24)

(�2
i )new= tr

�
Si � SiW iM�1

i (Wnew
i )T

��new
i d

:
(25)

Note that the first instance ofW i in equation
(25) above is theold value of the weights, while
the second instance is that value calculated from
equation (24).

All the necessary parameters for the mixture
of PCA model may thus be determined by
equations (15)–(17) followed by equations (22)–
(25). Iteration of this sequence is guaranteed to
find a local maximum of the likelihood (13).

At the maximum–likelihood solution, the
model may be interpreted as a combination of
local PCA models in that we can show, in a
similar fashion to the single PCA model, that
the stationary values ofWnew

i from (24) occur
whenWnew

i = Uq(�q � �2I )
1
2 VT [14]. In this

case, the eigenvectors/values are those of the
local responsibility–weighted covariance matrix
Si . Note that the quantitySi emerges as an
inherent quantity in the EM algorithm and is not
anad hocfeature.

Given this result, Wnew
i , and from that,

(�2
i )new, may be calculated analytically for a

given Si . It is therefore possible, for fixed
responsibilitiesRni, to find the maximum of
the complete–data likelihood, with respect to
W and �2 in one step, rather than through
the iterative re–estimation scheme. Such an
approach would allow earlier algorithms to be
viewed as an approximation to the a maximum–
likelihood procedure.

However, such a procedure requires the de-
termination of the eigenvectors of a (p� p) ma-
trix at each step, whereas the EM scheme as
given by (24) and (25) only necessitates the in-
version of a (q � q) matrix. Both computa-
tions scale in the cube of the matrix dimen-
sion, so while the eigenvector decomposition of
Si may give better convergence step–for–step,
each such update may require significantly more
computations that for the EM updates, particu-
larly if q � p. Furthermore, much of his com-
putation would be wasted in the early stages of
determining the model when the clustering of
the data set (through determination of the�i) is
likely to be sub–optimal.

EXPERIMENT

For a demonstration of the operation of the
algorithm, we generated a synthetic dataset
comprising 1000 data points sampled uniformly
over the surface of a hemisphere, with additive
Gaussian noise. Figure 1 shows this data.

Figure 1: The synthetic data.

A mixture of 9 principal component analyz-
ers was then fitted to the data using the EM al-
gorithm. Because of the probabilistic formal-
ism, there exists a generative model of the data
and we emphasise this by generating another set
of 1000 data points, but this time sampled from
that generative model. These data points are il-
lustrated in figure 2 and may be seen to oc-
cupy the region of the true data manifold. Fig-
ure 3 shows an alternative projection of the sam-
pled data, with the vectors generated by one in-
dividual component of the model highlighted by
darker plotting.

Figure 2: Data sampled from the trained gener-
ative model.



Figure 3: A single component highlighted.

CONCLUSIONS

Modelling complexity in data by a mixture of
simple linear models is an attractive paradigm
which offers both computational and algorith-
mic advantages along with increased ease of
interpretability. Mixtures of principal compo-
nent analyzers have thus been developed in sev-
eral applications, but while algorithms in ear-
lier work may be effective, they often require ar-
bitrary implementational decisions or selection
of parameters. We have therefore formulated
a mixture of PCA models in terms of the solu-
tion to a maximum–likelihood problem, and de-
rived an EM algorithm for estimating the param-
eters.

In addition to the concomitant advantages of
defining a density function in the modelling pro-
cess, there are also potential computational ad-
vantages, as no eigenvector decomposition of
the covariance matrix is required. Furthermore,
the partitioning and principal axis estimation
steps are integrated automatically, and some of
the features of earlier algorithms — specifically,
soft clustering and responsibility-weighted co-
variance matrices — are inherent components of
the EM update equations.
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